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CMS and the GRID
The GRID 

interconnects computing resources (batch farms, tape 
systems, ... ) in a transparent way

provides every user with access to these resources

authorization, job submission, ...

Computing model of CMS foresees distribution of 
data world-wide

CMS will use the GRID to provide data access for all 
collaborators

CRAB (CMS Remote Analysis Builder) is the CMS 
user frontend to the GRID
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Glossary
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UI User Interface: GRID tools on your local PC

RB Resource Broker: central job submission instance

CE Compute Element: GRID door to compute farm

SE Storage Element: GRID door to mass storage (tape and/or disk)

WN worker node: batch slot in computing farm reachable through the CE

EDG European Data Grid

EGEE European Grid to Enable E-Science

OSG Open Science Grid

SAM Site Availability Monitoring: continuous tests of status of GRID infrastructure
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Outline

GRID certificates

UI

CRAB, an overview

Prerequisites

CRAB installation

CRAB configuration

CRAB usage

CRAB support
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CRAB:

CMS 
Remote 
Analysis 
Builder
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Distributed computing
Single location analysis:

local user account is used to submit batch 
jobs to local farm

Two location analysis:

user account has to be replicated to both 
locations

both location need means for submission 
of jobs (interactive login machines, ... )

Problematic if number of locations 
grows significantly beyond 2-3

administrative overhead to replicate 
accounts

user has to login to multiple machines to 
submit jobs
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The GRID
GRID certificates

global authentication

GRID certificates is mapped to 
local accounts which are 
different from resource to 
resource

Access

access to resources is handled 
by GRID doors (CEs) which 
provide universal access to 
resources without the need to 
login to dedicated interactive 
login machines
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GRID certificates
Authentication to all GRID resources

Central instance

no need to replicate user accounts

Resources map user certificate to local user accounts 
(GRID jobs at different sites use different local 
accounts!!)

CMS uses GRID certificates and a dedicated Virtual 
Organization (VO) management to have better 
access control for specific tasks/groups

Your GRID certificate is important, follow all rules, 
don’t let it expire! 
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UI
The User Interface is

the machine the user submits hers/his GRID jobs from

the GRID specific software for authentication, job submission and all 
other GRID interactions

Without an installed and setup UI, no GRID jobs can be submitted

There are UI’s from EGEE and from OSG

Currently, it is advisable to install the EGEE UI with an OSG extension 
to have full access to all CMS resources                                          
(see https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/Main/CRABPrerequisitesUserInterface )

CERN: initialization with:

FNAL: pre-initialized on cmslpc.fnal.gov and cmsuaf.fnal.gov
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source /afs/cern.ch/cms/LCG/LCG-2/UI/cms_ui_env.(c)sh

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/Main/CRABPrerequisitesUserInterface
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/Main/CRABPrerequisitesUserInterface
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/Main/CRABPrerequisitesUserInterface
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CRAB
CRAB enables the user to submit CMSSW jobs to all 
CMS datasets within the data-location driven CMS 
computing structure

The aim of CRAB is to hide as much of the 
complexities of the GRID as possible from the final 
user

CRAB provides a user front-end to

Split user jobs into manageable pieces

Transport user analysis code to data location for 
execution

Execute user jobs, check status and retrieve output
9
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Prerequisites

CRAB uses CMSSW production releases pre-
installed at GRID sites

only transports needed user code (changes and 
additional code)

no compilation on the WN

Check software availability at sites:

http://cmsdoc.cern.ch/cms/ccs/wm/www/Crab/cmsCE.html

http://home.fnal.gov/~burt/all_cmssoft.html

OSG-Only: http://home.fnal.gov/~burt/osg_cmssoft.html
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http://cmsdoc.cern.ch/cms/ccs/wm/www/Crab/cmsCE.html
http://cmsdoc.cern.ch/cms/ccs/wm/www/Crab/cmsCE.html
http://home.fnal.gov/~burt/all_cmssoft.html
http://home.fnal.gov/~burt/all_cmssoft.html
http://home.fnal.gov/~burt/osg_cmssoft.html
http://home.fnal.gov/~burt/osg_cmssoft.html
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SL3 vs. SL4
CMS has been working on the transition from SL3 to SL4 for CMS developed 
applications.  These transitions are always a little disruptive.

CMS has developed a set of tasks for central CMS, the sites, and the submission 
infrastructure and users to perform to make it easier.

Central CMS:

CMS will start by being explicit about the production architecture of CMSSW releases and 
distribute only the production release by default.

CMSSW_1_4_x and earlier the production release is SL3

CMSSW_1_5_x and later the production release is SL4

For example, incoming users can expect to find the SL3 release of 
CMSSW_1_4_2 on an SL4 sites, but will find the SL4 release of 
CMSSW_1_5_0. Sites that currently support pre-releases may also install the 
non-production releases in parallel.

Users should submit jobs for a particular software release from a UI of the production 
OS. (If submitting CMSSW_1_4_2 based jobs, use a SL3 UI).
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Goal of CRAB 

Provide an user friendly interface for “CMS end user” interaction:

 With the grid  
• middleware
       (EGEE and OSG) 
• remote computing element (CE)
       (worker node (WN) sanity check and set up)
• basic monitoring functionalities

 With CMS data management
• Data discovery 
   (query Dataset discovery service DBS) [see Valentin’s talk]

The aim of CRAB is to hide as much as possible of grid complexities from 
final user
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Underlying analysis model

  User runs interactively on small samples in the local environment in 
     order to develop his analysis code and test it

  Once ready the user selects a large (whole) sample to submit the
     very same code to analyze xillions of events

  The results are made available to the user to be analyzed interactively  
     to produce the final plot
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CRAB Role

Assumption: CMS Analysis Framework (CMSSW_x_y_z) is deployed on the 
remote sites  storing data

  CRAB takes care of the code in the user's CMSSW project directory    
     and uses the pre-installed CMSSW release at the GRID site

  User software (private libraries, dependencies, calibration files . . . ) 
     is packed and shipped to WN with the jobs

  No user code compilation on worker nodes
. 
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How to Get and install CRAB
CRAB is intended to be installed in a private user area or
 in a common area for use by all system users (i.e CERN) 

The installation is very simple: just download a tar-ball and run a script: 

NOTE:

   The latest CRAB release is announced on CRAB web page and on the feedback HN

1. Download the latest CRAB_x_y_z release: 
      wget https://cmsdoc.cern.ch/cms/ccs/wm/www/Crab/CRAB_x_y_z
2.  Untar the tarball and change into CRAB directory: 
  tar xzf CRAB_x_y_z.tgz 
  cd CRAB_x_y_z 
3.  Run the CRAB setup script:

  ./configure
the script will produce two configuration scripts crab.sh and 

crab.csh 
in order to use CRAB from any directory,you just have to source 

one of these scripts. 

https://cmsdoc.cern.ch/cms/ccs/wm/www/Crab/CRAB_x_y_z
https://cmsdoc.cern.ch/cms/ccs/wm/www/Crab/CRAB_x_y_z
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How to configure CRAB

CRAB is configured by a configuration file: crab.cfg. The configuration file 
should be located at the same location as the CMSSW parameter-set 
related to the analysis code which has to be managed by CRAB itself. 

The configuration file is structured into sections where the  specific 
configuration items are listed. The sections are: 

 [CRAB]
 [CMSSW]
 [USER]
 [EDG] 

 A template of the crab.cfg, containing the whole commented   
     configuration parameters is distributed with CRAB tar-ball.
 Only some parameters are mandatory, others depend on the   
     user specific need.
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Basic configuration item description

jobtype:  defines the kind of job CRAB should run (cmssw)

scheduler: defines which GRID middleware is to be used by CRAB (edg,glite,glitecoll,condor_g) 

datasetpath: identifies the dataset you want to access. Enter just the datasetpath (string format /
primary/process/tier)  obtained from Dataset discovery page

pset :  The name of the CMSSW parameter-set of your CMSSW job. The parameter-set has to be in the 
same directory as the CRAB configuration file. 

total_number_of_events : Total number of events to be processed by CRAB. If set to -1, all events 
of the selected dataset are processed 

events_per_job : Number of events per job. CRAB will create as many jobs as needed to process the 
total_number_of_events 

outputfile : Comma-separated list of output filenames. Here must specify both the filename selected in 
the PoolOutputSoure of the CMSSW parameter-set and, if there, also hold user-specific output filenames 

(i.e histogram files, txt debug files..) 

[CRAB]

[CMSSW]
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Basic configuration item description(II)

return_data : Defines the way CRAB handles user output. Default is 1 for using the GRID middleware 
sandbox. 

use_central_bossDB :   Boss specific parameter.

use_boss_rt :          Boss specific parameter.

rb  Defines which resource broker configuration should be used CERN or CNAF. The official configuration 
file is downloaded from cmsdoc.cern.ch, according to the set value (CERN/CNAF). If this parameter is 

commented out, the default of the used user interface is used. 
lcg_version
proxy_server                    EGEE and catalog specific parameters

virtual_organization           just for advanced users           
retry_coun
lcg_catalog_type
lfc_host
lfc_home 

[USER]

[EDG]
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Additional special parameters

 copy_data
   The user can copy the output to a Storage Element of your choice for which 
    you must specify storage element name and storage element path. It’s recommended in 
    case of large output. The standard output and error from CRAB come through your     
    sandbox. (Advised for CMSSW root files)

 ui_working_dir
    The user can Specify a working directory name different from the default 
     convention. 

 se_withe_list/se_back_list
   The user Control at which GRID site the jobs will/will not run, using 
    the list of storage elements (from the discovery service). You can define sites 
    which the job should/should not use to run your jobs. It’s allowed also the site 

    selection by using additional compute element  criteria 

See also the CRAB documentation for the complete parameters list and description
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How to run CRAB
The basic CRAB usage workflow is organized in 4 steps :

• Job Creation
• Job Submission

• Job Check status
• Job getoutput

Job Creation:    crab –create 
At this level CRAB interacts with the Data discovery system, organizes the jobs of the task according to 
job splitting user parameters, packs the users specific code(/lib /module /data), prepares the script to 
configure the remote environment, and (using BOSS) prepares the jdl file to communicate with the RB

It create also the working directory which is organized in 4 subdirectories named

 job; log; res; share.
             /job     : CRAB specific stuff 
           /log     : CRAB log file location
            /res     : default results destination
            /share : CRAB and BOSS specific stuff
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How to run CRAB (II)
Job submission : crab –submit
The submission uses the previously created CRAB project to submit the jobs.
Before the real submission CRAB always checks for available resources preventing the submission for 
un-matching jobs. By default all created jobs are submitted.

Job check status : crab –status
This command checks the status of all jobs in the  CRAB project.
For each job CRAB prints on the screen the job id, scheduler status, site hosting the jobs, cmssw exit 
code, job exit code. The output gives also a summary with list of job IDs sorted by status categories.

By default the status of all jobs is checked.
Job getoutput : crab –getoutput 
The above command retrieves the output of all jobs of a CRAB project which are in status “Done”. By 
default the retrieved output files are copied in the “res” sub-dir of CRAB workingdir. Amongst the files 
are the standard output and error of the jobs (CMSSW stdout and stderr) and the output files 
specified in crab.cfg.
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How to run CRAB (III)

For submit, status and getoutput the user can overwrite the 
default behavior selecting individual jobs by:

All     : default behavior  
1,2,3 : individual jobs
1-3    : jobs range
The latter two can be combined using commas

Using a specific directory for CRAB project each command must be 
executed as:
 crab –<command>  -c <directory> 
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Additional CRAB features

 crab –testJdl 

   The user can check if there are compatible resources where the job can run.
    crab query the resource broker to know if sites which have the samples are accepting jobs

 
 crab -kill

   The user can kill jobs which have been submitted (wrongly) to the grid. 

 crab -resubmit

   The user can resubmit exactly the same job (which is either abort or killed)  

crab –printId

   The user can know the GRID id of specific jobs (can be useful for debugging purposes)

 crab -postMortem

   The user can know more infos about aborted jobs which can be useful to debug 

    problems. Like a post mortem analysis. 
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How to get CRAB support
 The main entry point for user support is the  CRAB feedback hypernews 
     forum:

https://hypernews.cern.ch/HyperNews/CMS/get/crabFeedback

 All CRAB questions and suggestions can be posted to this forum,
     CRAB developer try to solve the problems and give solution. 
     All the user suggestions can help to improve the tool.

 Questions not directly related to CRAB (GRID related problems, CMSSW 
     specific problems, etc…) are kindly referred to other hypernews forums 

Additional Documentation:

 Web Page: http://cmsdoc.cern.ch/cms/ccs/wm/www/Crab/  
 TWiki       : https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMS/CRAB 

https://hypernews.cern.ch/HyperNews/CMS/get/crabFeedback
https://hypernews.cern.ch/HyperNews/CMS/get/crabFeedback
http://cmsdoc.cern.ch/cms/ccs/wm/www/Crab/
http://cmsdoc.cern.ch/cms/ccs/wm/www/Crab/
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMS/CRAB
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMS/CRAB
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The end
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